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I AM Coming!
The Antichrist Spirit
Article by: Kyle Eatherly
The Lord said, “My coming is irrelevant to many.” The Lord is not being critical here, but He is
shedding truth on the condition of spiritual darkness that has penetrated His people all over the
world. This article is not about the glorious coming of the Lord, but rather about the need to
understand the things unseen that come against and prevent God’s people from seeing the
true way to be vessels of honor at His coming. Many run to and fro as the Bible said would
happen in the last days, but the masses have not tapped into the matters that are at hand.
This act of being irrelevant to the Lord’s coming is actually not being relevant to the pertinence
of a major situation that exists now. What is this spiritual darkness that is causing untruth in
people and not allowing them to see the truth of what’s coming upon the earth, or how to
prepare for it? In this article I will share what the Lord has taught me concerning this spiritual
darkness; since, for the most part, people don’t even know they are walking in it! I do not have
all the answers on the entirety of this topic, but what I do know is that the Lord has told me to
write what I’m sharing with you. The Lord is making up His jewels from those who are willing to
follow Him and be refined by His Spirit. Truth will never blind you, but ultimately the choice is
ours.
My people are asleep!
To start, I will share a vision the Lord gave me concerning spiritual darkness and how it is
affecting His people.
July 31, 2013
All I saw was complete darkness in front of me. Then the Lord said, “My people are in a
shroud of darkness! I told the Lord I didn’t understand. Then I
saw something split the darkness in front of me, allowing me to
see bright light through the opening. The Lord said, “Cocoon;
this darkness is felt on many levels, unknown to the person.”
The Lord is illustrating here that people are walking around in a
shroud of darkness, enclosing them so as not to be able to see
the truth and the correct way to follow the Lord! A shroud is
something that wraps a dead person for burial. This darkness
represents untruth that people have allowed into their lives and
have accepted. This darkness (untruth) surrounds His people
like a cocoon, but not in a protective way! There is no pretty
butterfly birthed from this cocoon! No, these facets of untruths
that make up this cocoon are oppressions from the enemy to keep God’s people blinded!
Isaiah 59: 9-10
9 Therefore justice is far from us, Nor does righteousness overtake us; We look for light, but
there is darkness! For brightness, but we walk in blackness! 10 We grope for the wall like the
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blind, And we grope as if we had no eyes; We stumble at noonday as at twilight; We are as
dead men in desolate places.
This spiritual darkness has occurred through physical and spiritual ownerships that every
person on earth has. But the enemy of mankind has tampered with our ownerships and
robbed us of life giving truth that can free us from the deception around us and in us! What are
these ownerships the Lord has revealed which can be affected by this spiritual darkness?
Matthew 6: 22-23
22 "The lamp (or light) of the body is the eye. If therefore your eye is good, your whole body
will be full of light. 23 But if your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. If
therefore the light that is in you is darkness, how great is that darkness!
Proverbs 20: 27
27 The spirit of a man is the lamp (or candle) of the Lord, Searching all the inner depths of his
heart.
These two lamps are interconnected and affect each other. The eyes are a physical trait of the
body, yet impact both realms. They make up a lot of the outcome of your lamp's (meaning spirit
man's) condition, truth wise. The Lord said, “Be careful what your eyes see. They are the lamp
of the body. Your eyes go dim, so does your lamp. They are the gateways.” This is important
to grasp because what we take in and digest as truth, whether we know it's truth or not, affects
our whole spirit, soul, and body. This is either for a positive outcome or a negative one. Why is
this so? All three, meaning the body, soul, and spirit are subject to the spirit realm. We
should not try and strain our brains over this because simplicity is always behind complexity. I
will share another vision the Lord gave me in order to understand somewhat how all this
works.
August 5, 2013
I saw a candle with a burning flame; then the flame blew out. The flame then came back again
and then blew out again. This process kept repeating back and forth and then the Lord said,
“Unfaithfulness; you cannot serve two masters. Unfaithfulness is treachery. This is truth, My
son.” (Note: I will discuss further the Lord’s words here in the last section of this article
called, “The Remedy.”)
In seeking the Lord for the understanding on this vision, He first led me to understand the
make-up of a candle. This in turn will help us see how the spirit, soul, and body are
interconnected with the eyes, and how the eyes affect all three. To start, a candle is formed
around a wick that runs through the central part of the formed candle which supports a flame
that burns at the top of the wick. The wax or solid fuel mass is the oil that surrounds the wick.
The heat of the flame melts the top of the mass of solid fuel; the liquefied fuel then moves
upward through the wick (capillary action). The liquefied fuel finally vaporizes to burn within the
candle's flame.
In seeing how a candle is made I asked the Lord, “Does the wick run through the spirit of a
man? The Lord said, “Yes!” The Lord then gave me the understanding that the wick itself is
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the soul of man, which is also connected to your
eyes. The formed candle (mass of solid fuel/oil)
around the wick is your spirit. The part of the
wick which protrudes outside the top of a candle/
lamp is your eyes where the flame burns. To
understand the spiritual side of how this works,
our flame (the eyes) stay lit by following after the
things of the Spirit in receiving wisdom and
knowledge. This in turn produces power to draw
oil out continually from the Spirit which brings us
life! The oil then moves upward through our wick
(souls) to vaporize and burn within our eyes'
flame. One thing I have learned through the Lord
teaching me this is that our souls play a lot
bigger part than I ever thought!
Proverbs 20: 5
5 Counsel in the heart of man is like deep water, But a man of understanding will draw it out.
Our souls make up our moral or emotional natures that deal with our feelings, behavior,
emotions and many other traits. That’s why the Lord said, “This darkness is felt on many
levels, unknown to the person.” Why is this darkness unknown to people? They don’t
recognize the untruths that are in their lives because our lamps are faceted as well as light and
darkness. The untruths in your life affect the condition of your soul and spirit. The Lord told me
Satan can tamper with our eyes which sets off a chain reaction to our mind, soul, and spirit! By
knowing this truth Satan can damage or make unauthorized alterations to our minds, feelings,
emotions, and behavior which deal with our souls. Satan is no dummy; he knows our eyes are
the gateways into these things, and he is out to kill, steal, and destroy. Our society is based
around a lot of intimate entertainment that involve our eyes! These involve theaters, video
games, movies, books, internet and many other things that Satan uses to penetrate these
gateways by untruth to create a snowball effect. I’m not saying these things are bad and we
should just stay away from them; but what I believe the Lord is saying is that we should be
careful what is put before our eyes.
I can remember going to the movies and watching rated R horror movies with gruesome
scenes of murdering, rape scenes that were vivid, demonic terminology and other demonic
scenes. I remember leaving the theatre on these occasions and feeling that inside of me I had
just been violated in some way that wasn’t good. I would always feel weird and could never
explain why I had that feeling in me. Well, now I understand why! My soul had been damaged
because my eyes were bad, and this gave Satan a legal right to tamper with my soul and
everything connected with my soul. Remember, Jesus said in Luke 17: 21, “For indeed, the
kingdom of God is within you”.
If we have worked the mechanics unto salvation correctly and have been born again then we
should always rejoice in this; but that is only the first step. The Lord has warned me about the
seriousness of what I’m writing to you and that it should not be taken lightly, even for me! This
spiritual darkness is caused by the amount of untruth in a person’s life. The Lord told me this
darkness is also faceted (meaning many-sided) depending on the amount of untruth you have
accepted knowingly or unknowingly. So by Jesus saying, “If therefore the light that is in you is
darkness, how great is that darkness!” Jesus was saying that the untruths you have digested
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and believed to be truth are great in you! How much depth do they have in you? Untruth in a
person’s life gives open doors to the enemy in many different ways. This can lead a person to
live wrong lifestyles and believe untruths that can also lead them in being deceived, even unto
eternal damnation!
Even Jesus said in Matthew 24: 24, “For false christs and false prophets will rise and show
great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect.” Our eyes are “the gateways”
and if we are watching or reading movies or books or following after false leaders who are
declaring information not confirmed by the Spirit of God, and we digest those untruths so that
they become a part of us, then this can lead to what the Lord said here, “waving darkness
floods the earth. My children are blinded to it. It engulfs them and they think all is well. Their
eyes are so dim My son, lamps fading out. This can even lead to denial of Me; serious
business.” So we see why this information is important to grasp! Living a life on any level of
untruth is dangerous and can become a snowball effect in many situations that negatively
affect us mentally, physically, and spiritually. Are our beliefs safe? This is serious business!

What invokes this spiritual darkness?
Isaiah 59: 9-10
9 Therefore justice is far from us, Nor does righteousness overtake us; We look for light, but
there is darkness! For brightness, but we walk in blackness! 10 We grope for the wall like the
blind, And we grope as if we had no eyes; We stumble at noonday as at twilight; We are as
dead men in desolate places.
We need to understand the force behind the scenes causing this spiritual darkness of untruth.
Even untruth has to come from a source, although a lie; yet in untruths, acceptance to be true
can cause untruth to be physically felt. Deception has power if we let it! We as humans don’t
know what it’s like to only know truth because we have always had to deal with the lies of
untruth when trying to recognize the absolute truth! The enemy of mankind has been active
from the beginning! Jesus said,
John 8: 44
You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to do. He was a
murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him.
When he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own resources, for he is a liar and the father of it.
Satan is the originator of all untruth and his resources (cohorts) carry these same attributes as
well. The Lord said to me, “So many walk in spiritual darkness. They are groping for walls that
don't exist. They only exist in their minds of false beliefs. This doesn't change the fact that they
aren't really there.” One of the causes of false beliefs about God, His word, and who we are in
Him is from the Python spirit. There has been much information revealed about the Python
spirit at www.takehisheart.com. I would highly recommend those articles to be read because
they contain information directly from the Lord about Python. I will discuss some points
revealed about this spirit here, but I feel the Lord wants me to also talk about other deeper
things of God concerning the driving power behind the culprit of this spiritual darkness.
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To begin, the Python spirit only lives in the
logos word of God and loves to give
interpretation about God’s word. Python has
been twisting the meaning behind God’s word
from the very beginning. This was happening
even in the Garden of Eden! That is why we
have a divided body of Christ by different
denominations. All these false theories and
doctrines of men have derived through this subtle spirit because leaders have not learned how
the Holy Spirit teaches and leads! Python is always squeezing the life out of what God is trying
to do for His kingdom in the earth! Python influences people daily, not just church leaders, but
also everyday people all around the world without them knowing. All these problems play into
the spiritual darkness people are walking in today. There is a battle for the minds and souls of
men!
Satan is a thought giver and the Python spirit plays off the minds of men in untruths they have
accepted and believe. People can have untruths or dark spots in their thinking. Each time an
untruth is replaced with the truth, a person will become freer. In doing this, a person can see
more clearly as the untruths are removed one by one. As each untruth is replaced by the truth,
a person will begin to see more clearly the way to go with the Lord. This all stems back to the
lamps of the body the Lord has been revealing in this article and how they affect a person. Our
eyes are the“gateways” and they impact both realms. We should always keep our eyes
guarded since the impact is so costly!
Going Deeper – The Antichrist spirit
The Lord said, “I (referring to me) need to go deeper! Write what I speak and show you. It is
My truth, no fancies, just write.” On that note, I will share some other “things of the Spirit” and
scripture on the main driving force behind this spiritual darkness.
On July 27, 2013 (dream)
I was in my niece's bedroom at my parents’ house. I saw a dark spirit outside her bedroom.
This spirit seemed to have a gun with a long black barrel. The barrel was protruding inside the
room, but the spirit remained outside the bedroom. The spirit looked in the bedroom and I
rebuked the spirit in Jesus' name. The spirit then left and went into the living room. I noticed on
the back bottom edge of this spirit it was cut up like a sharp V-thread would look. End of
dream.
There are absolutes from this “thing of the Spirit” that we need to understand. The Lord
revealed to me that what I saw was the antichrist spirit. My niece is only four years old and has
confessed Christ to me; and I have seen how the Lord has worked through her already. Myself
being in her bedroom represents me, as well as others, having childlike faith to be intimate with
the Lord because the bedroom is where intimacy normally takes place. That means following
after the “things of the Spirit” and seeking the understanding of why the Lord gave it to you.
The gun this spirit had represents all the mouths of other spirits that make up this one
antichrist spirit (I will explain later). The long dark barrel represents the depth of untruth one
has allowed to take root in them from these mouths, that we have been intimate with in
following and believing. Untruths have come against me in my life from these mouths as well
because I am no better than anybody, and I myself have had to deal with untruth that I had
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accepted. That is why the barrel was penetrating the bedroom I was in. But I have received
truth in place of the untruths that I believed, and by doing this the truth has set me free! This is
an ongoing process. It is all a part of being refined. That’s why I rebuked the spirit and it left.
For it is written, “Resist the devil and he will flee from you.” The spirit moving into the living
room deals with households and the heads of households. The spirit being cut up on the back
edge deals with all the facets or attributes of spirits that make up that one spirit; which is the
antichrist spirit.
The Lord told me, “Darkness is faceted, depending on the
amount of untruth.” If something is faceted, that means it has
many sides or a particular aspect or feature of something. The
Lord is saying “denial” itself is faceted. This concerns the depth of
untruth a person who has believed all the mouths (spirits) that
make up the antichrist spirit as a whole, which leads to the
ultimate lie of denial! The Sharp V-thread cuts I saw on the back
of the antichrist spirit had many sides in each crevice. Again,
representing the many facets (mouths of spirits) that are all
connected to make up that one spirit. They were attached to it or
ingrained into this spirit as one.
1 John 4: 1-6
1 Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits, whether
they are of God; because many false prophets have gone out into
the world. 2 By this you know the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ
has come in the flesh is of God, 3 and every spirit that does not confess that Jesus Christ has
come in the flesh is not of God. And this is the spirit of the Antichrist, which you have heard
was coming, and is now already in the world. 4 You are of God, little children, and have
overcome them, because He who is in you is greater than he who is in the world. 5 They are of
the world. Therefore they speak as of the world, and the world hears them. 6 We are of God.
He who knows God hears us; he who is not of God does not hear us. By this we know the
spirit of truth and the spirit of error.
The words “they” and “them” in verse 4 are the attachments or facets of the antichrist spirit that
spread untruth which leads to denial. Let’s read the verses again, adding some clarifications.
4 You are of God, little children, and have overcome them (the different facets of the antichrist
spirit), because He who is in you is greater than he who is in the world. 5 They (meaning
facets) are of the world. Therefore they speak (the different facets’ mouths) as of the world,
and the world hears them (the untruths the facets spread all in the name of the antichrist). 6
We are of God. He who knows God hears us (referring to the Trinity); he who is not of God
does not hear us (the Trinity). By this we know the spirit of truth and the spirit of error.
The whole world is under the sway of whom?
1 John 5: 19
19 We know that we are of God, and the whole world lies under the sway of the wicked one.
That is why the Lord showed me the antichrist spirit moved into the living room. The Lord said
to me concerning this, “Antichrist / spirit / legalities / households / heads of households /
penetration into the minds of men / attachments are real / all connected.” There are legalities
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in the spirit realm that bring life, but because of the lack of knowledge many miss out on this
understanding. Walking in disobedience to God’s commandments, believing untruths, and
walking in denial, are open doors to the enemy in our lives. That’s why the Lord said,
“Penetration into the minds of men / attachments are real / all connected.” The antichrist spirit
entering the living room deals with individual households (belief systems) and the head of
family households that are living out untruths, probably unknown to them, by the untruth that
has penetrated their minds. You live out what you believe, right or wrong. This is so very
important because heads of family household leadership determines the acts of that
household! All this can also apply as well to a church house or a kingdom nation house.
Matthew 12: 25
25 But Jesus knew their thoughts, and said to them: "Every kingdom divided against itself is
brought to desolation, and every city or house divided against itself will not stand.”
Satan comes to divide and conquer and will use the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life to cause individuals, households, and heads of households to travel down a
road of denial. These attachments that make up the antichrist spirit play off these three carnal
attributes to do just that! Satan knows how we gain our eternal salvation, and he also knows
how we can lose it! Satan himself is the fullness of the antichrist embodied in all facets of
untruth and deception to keep God’s people from gaining eternal salvation, walking in what
God has for us, and turning from so many other forms of the abundant life spiritual blessings
that Jesus promised us. The ultimate goal of the make-up that forms the antichrist spirit is
denial, which is the foundation of all untruths! I will share with you two visions the Lord gave
me to further our understanding on this.
August 8, 2013
I saw the world from space and then saw the word “infiltrated”
come and arch across the top of the earth. I asked the Lord what
that meant. The Lord said, “All forms of wickedness.” I saw all
sorts of bad things going on in the earth. Then the Lord said, “The
antichrist spirit is the power driver, even Python (meaning the force
behind Python).” Denial leads to twisting. Denial is the foundation
of lies.”
You see, denial is the root of the whole scheme of things behind
every attribute that makes up this antichrist spirit. This is the main
purpose and goal the enemy has towards God’s people and he achieves this through many
facets; but all the facets are interconnected and create the antichrist spirit. The reason the
word “infiltrated” was arched over the earth is because the world is in covenant or agreement
with the spirit attachments that make up the antichrist spirit; and they speak as of the world,
and the world hears them! All spirits lead you into denial in some form or fashion through a
period of time by living out untruths. This next thing of the Spirit will give witness to this.
I saw myself going down a tunnel, then I saw from the outside many tunnels like cords and the
Lord said, “Facets; they are loopholes.” These tunnels looked brownish in color and were
swaying back and forth. I asked the Lord if they were connected to anything. The Lord said,
“Attachments. All roads lead to denial that are not of Me; gay lifestyles, murdering, fornication,
adultery, and so many others. These are the facets that I speak of. The wages of sin is death;
even eternal death.”
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(Note: before I continue on, I would like to say there is no condemnation in this article
by me or the Lord; only truth revealed by the Spirit of God). The Lord told me after I
received this vision, “I have shown you much truth. This is for My purposes only. You are not
any more special than My other servants. Obedience is key and seeking Me. Write on what I
have shown you. Truth will speak; no condemnation, just truth.”
These different tunnels that were brownish in color representing worldly or earthly thinking are
the facets; meaning the paths of denial and untruth that are attached to the antichrist spirit that
a person has accepted. These tunnels are facets, but they are loopholes as well. The
loopholes represent a lack of decisiveness or commitment resulting from a failure to make a
choice which stems from confusion. God is not the author of confusion. This would make
sense why I saw these tunnels swaying back and forth because this represents doublemindedness in a person. We see all the roads of denial the Lord spoke of being lived out right
before our eyes: states accepting same sex marriage, murdering seems to be the norm,
people forbidding marrying and living in fornication and adultery, and so forth. The world,
including the church, is coming into agreement on these roads of denial and accepting untruth
as truth. Also, the tunnels I saw looked like cords. I believe the Lord was telling us this about
these loopholes,
Proverbs 5: 21-23
21 For the ways of man are before the eyes of the Lord, And He ponders all his paths. 22 His
own iniquities entrap the wicked man, And he is caught in the cords of his sin. 23 He shall die
for lack of instruction, And in the greatness of his folly he shall go astray.
I’m not inferring that these people are not saved unto eternal life because our salvation is NOT
based on our works. It is a free gift! What the Lord is revealing here is that a continuation in
these paths of denial can open so many doors from the nature of this antichrist spirit that it will
ultimately play off the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, which can lead
a person to deny Christ! Denying Christ is the only way we can lose our eternal salvation. To
sin is not to deny Christ but is the lack of control over your flesh and the lack of knowledge.
When the Antichrist appears in human form from his hibernation, his main goal is to have the
masses receive the mark of the beast by denying Christ and giving up their birthright from
everlasting life in being with the Lord. Remember, the Lord said, “Waving darkness floods the
earth. My children are blinded to it. It engulfs them and they think all is well. Their eyes are
so dim My son, lamps fading out. This can even lead to denial of Me; serious business.”
An example of this in scripture is what the Apostle Paul spoke of in 1 Cor. 5. How a man was
committing sexual immorality and was told by the people to give him over to Satan for the
destruction of the flesh that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus. He was
headed down one of the facets (loopholes) that could lead him to possibly denying Christ! His
spirit was born again, but his eyes had gone dim which affected his spirit, soul and body. Then
Paul went on to say your glorying is not good. Do you not know a little leaven leavens the
whole lump? This person was openly living this lifestyle and the people were aware of this
lifestyle. But since they were puffed up and did nothing about the situation, they were
glorifying the situation. I asked the Lord what this glorifying did. The Lord said, “Praise,
acceptance.” I asked the Lord what that did spiritually. The Lord said, “Multiplies.” There is a
difference if someone is openly committing something they know is wrong and someone who
is trying to refrain from doing something that is wrong. But to just be politically correct to
someone and not tell them the truth is wrong and causes praise and acceptance and this
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“multiplies.” We see this multiplying happening all around the world! As it is written, “Open
rebuke is better than love carefully concealed.”
The Remedy
Psalms 18: 28
28 For You will light my lamp; The Lord my God will enlighten my darkness.
The Lord said, “Your eyes go dim; so does your lamp. Keep it lit with eyes
of knowledge and wisdom.”
If your eyes go dim, you cannot see what’s going on around you, much
less, what’s right in front of you! Here, I would like to refer back and tie in
again the vision and the words the Lord gave concerning our candles/lamps.
August 5, 2013
I saw a candle with a burning flame; then the flame blew out. The flame then came back again
and then blew out again. This process kept going on back and forth and then the Lord said,
“Unfaithfulness; you cannot serve two masters. Unfaithfulness is treachery. This is truth My
son.”
We see from this that a person’s eyes were lit, and then they would go back out. This refers to
being in and out of intimacy with the Lord for things that oppose God and things of this world.
Matthew 6: 24
24 "No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or else he
will be loyal to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and mammon.
Untruth will make your lamp go out. Being intimate with the Lord in following after the things of
the Spirit and then stopping to do so, and repeating the process, is “unfaithfulness”.
Unfaithfulness leads to betrayal and unbelief which causes your lamp to go dim from untruth
that has clogged your vision. We are supposed to be faithful to our spouses and not to another.
The same applies with us and the Lord; He is preparing a bride spotless for Him in the earth.
Being unfaithful will never get us to where we need to be and is actually “treachery.”
Only by following after the things of the Spirit and becoming spotless can God remove the
untruths or (spiritual darkness) that blinds us in our lives of things we didn’t know! God is the
only revealer of truth because it is written, “God is light and in Him is no darkness at all.” Also
in another place, “But all things that are exposed are made manifest by the light, for whatever
makes manifest is light.” Let’s look at unfaithfulness in a kingdom setting.
Matthew 25: 1-4
1 "Then the kingdom of heaven shall be likened to ten virgins who took their lamps and went
out to meet the bridegroom. 2 Now five of them were wise, and five were foolish. 3 Those who
were foolish took their lamps and took no oil with them, 4 but the wise took oil in their vessels
with their lamps.
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We see from the parable the Lord said, “…but the wise took oil in their vessels with their
lamps.” The word “vessels” in Greek from Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance can mean
“receptacle”. A receptacle is an object or space used to contain something. The Lord was
referring to our bodies containing truth or untruth. We see the foolish virgins took their lamps
but took no oil with them; their eyes were bad, either knowingly or unknowingly to them, and
their vessels were full of darkness (untruth).
Job 18: 5-6
5 "The light (eye) of the wicked indeed goes out, And the flame of his fire does not shine. 6
The light is dark (untruth believing to be truth) in his tent (vessel/body), And his lamp (his spirit)
beside him is put out.
This is all caused by not trimming out the untruth from our eyes that we have accepted and
believed. This had to be done by all the virgins. No one is exempt from this because we have
all been affected by untruth.
Matthew 25: 7
7 Then all those virgins arose and trimmed their lamps.
What the Lord has taught us in this article about how our spirit, soul, and body are similar to
how a candle is made, is very important in understanding the meaning behind what Jesus was
saying. Our soul draws the pure oil up and out from the Holy Spirit, which in turn keeps our
eyes lit by the pure truth. Light and truth are inseparable because the Lord told me light is hot,
and the Holy Spirit causes the melting effect (like a flame does for a candle to draw oil (truth)
through the wick to keep it burning). The liquefied fuel/oil finally vaporizes to burn within the
candle's flame. This current of truth vaporizes (shed abroad) and is sufficient to evaporate the
carbon (impure things representing untruth) in our eyes that has blinded us!
In understanding now that our eyes affect our whole spirit, soul, and body, we see why the
foolish virgin’s fate ended the way it did. They did not keep wisdom in their sight!
Proverbs 17: 24
24 Wisdom is in the sight of him who has understanding, But the eyes of a fool are on the ends
of the earth.
The foolish virgins’ lamps had gone out because they had no oil to vaporize the untruth from
their eyes to see how to go with the Lord. The Lord revealed they didn’t even have eternal life!
They waited too long to perform what Jesus said to do.

Revelation 3: 18
18 I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, that you may be rich; and white
garments, that you may be clothed, that the shame of your nakedness may not be revealed;
and anoint your eyes with eye salve, that you may see.
In digesting what the Lord has revealed, we need to always remember what He told us to do.
The Lord said, “Be careful what your eyes see. They are the lamp of the body. Your eyes go
dim, so does your lamp. Keep it lit with eyes of knowledge and wisdom.”

